
The challenge of writir9 ~ ~e stage,
then seeing your work :>e-,;or""led,
brings instant rewards sov
scriptwriter Deborah M Sharpe

W ben I first decided that I was interested in '
plays, I got some books on the subject and ~-
a couple of workshops. Although these were

1 felt as though rwas missing some key link that would;
started, so apart from jotting down ideas and placing th=--
folder entitled plays', I did nothing further.
That was until I saw an advertisement in the local pap

asking for actors, backstage crew and anyone else with c, -

interest in forming an amateur theatre company.
1 went along and joined a poet, another writer, an asp

stage manager and a few people who would quite like tc
However we did have one professionally trained actress
to direct our first performance on the condition that we _
up with the content.
Due to our limited acting experience she decided a

review would be the best bet and did a series of worksh
encouraging us to come up with ideas. I not only came _-
with ideas but wrote them and had them included in ~:'
performance. Since I started I've met other writers, i-
-groups, and discovered that amateur theatre compan
people who are willing to come along to help backstz ~
frontofhouse, on performance nights. Some writers -
they have a play they would like the group to consid ~
outset but many more bide their time, get involved
make friends and then tentatively offer up a sketch -
when they feel confident within the group.

Just seeing where centre stage is, where the actors come on
and off, what the wings are like from backstage, how many
people can stand on a stage and what the audience eye view is,
really helps a playwright to understand the platform for
their work.
Having been used to the writer's life, papered with

rejections, polite encouragements or the occasional acceptance,
with weeks to wait before seeing work in print; I was thrilled
to hear people laugh at material I had written.

See your work come to life
When writing for a local company your work is in print, in
script form from the start. At rehearsals your writing gradually
comes to life, improving each week as the actors learn the lines
and ditch the printed script. On performance nights you get a
reaction, one way or the other and you will know whether it is
polite or genuine applause.
Joining a local amateur company is easy. Go to the National

Operatic and Dramatic Association website (www.noda.org.
uk) and click on the 'Noda regions' tab at the top of the page.
Click on your region, choose districts from the side bar on the
left and see the societies listed in your area. Aim for one that
likes to try new and contemporary plays and productions. A
group that always does Shakespeare or popular farces are less
likely to want to put on anything else.
Our first show was well received and before long I had

befriended the other writer in the group and we decided to
collaborate on writing a sketch show.
\'-e decided it would be a great idea to write and test
ketches out in rehearsals by the reaction of other actors and
stage crew. This was a mistake. People had differing opinions,
we wrote far too many sketches, and ended up with a show
which, despite extensive cutting, was far too long. We hated
the cuts, but the experience means I don't get precious if
editors cut my work.
Still, the performance and the sketches made people laugh

and I sat backstage feeling absolutely delighted with every
chuckle.



Simple beginnings
A very simple sketch was as follows:

IS ON STAGE SEATED, LOO~G
TEARFUL. WOMAN 2 COMES L"'i

LOOKING TIMID.
1: How could you? (PAUSE)
2: (LOOKS ASHAMED)
~. My best friend. With my

husband.
~. I'm sorry_ It, it ... just

!":appened.
WQR;& _ : see. Your naked body parts

a=cidentally collided and you

M"U- -
""-'1"'....-_"

=:ep~ with my husband.
WOMAN 2: '0 ::·es.I don't know w!:.a:

sa:
WOMAN 1: There's not much too say.

just couldn't believe it .~ =
found out. I mean You! and Him!

WOMAN 2: Please don't ...
WOMAN 1: Him! And You!
WOMAN 2 (SILENT WITH SHMfE) .
WOMAN 1: What on earth possessed you?
WOMAN 2: I don't know. I don't know. I

really don't know.
lVOMAN 1: (DISGUSTED) My husband and

my bese friend. My very best
friend.

WOMAN 2: I don't know what to say. I
feel so awful.

WOMAN 1: Well I'm not surprised, you
poor thing. (PUTS AN ARM AROUND
HER) He is awful, he's dirty
and smelly and he pic~s his
toenails. How could you bear
having sex wich HIM? Eaaaauch!

This " a simple sketch but follo w'S a good corned) format. You hook the
audience with a highly charged dramatic situabon. swerve away from what
~ -ere expecting to bappen and present an e~ alternative ending.

5 e P -'g into the limelight
dy saw our sketches and asked us ifwe would be

pernr::: sketches for a conference for carers with the theme
5a..~ .n the home for the elderly. This would provide substantial funds for OW'

There is nothing like a focus for the mind. and we agreed to provide
, etches each .
..udience enjoyed the sketches, but the proof of the pudding is the
e have been asked to do another performance \....ith new sketches and a

sepa:: te idea later this year (more funds for our group.) When anyone puts
" chequebook it is a very positive sign that your writing is going in the

• ose the plot
:xt step was my first play. Iwrote a one-act comedy about neighbouring

.~ _~_~ ~whose lives become intertwined in unexpected ways. My plot was.
.::.ited, with characters interweaving in and out of each others lives,

ereated a storyboard for the whole play with the key scenes, and also a
-,h _"Ii for each character which helped to ensure that each had a cohesive -
- -::h a beginning, middle and end, within the main play storyline.

- +oarding is an excellent way to plot. Put key scenes, events or points on
fpaper and then stick them on a corkboard arranging and rearranging

~ you are happy with the result. Then you can write each scene in or
rder, knowing exactly where they go.
e liked it! They really laughed, beamed and bellowed at the end, fOL ~

ree ghts. Full of confidence Isent it off to a play competition, but Ididn't
: ~: shortlisted, Still, I realized that I believed in it enough to send it

ere else, and that has a lot to do with the reaction of those who saw
~e boost it gave me.

0Ik:. tamg leads to another and since I started writing for amateur theatre
Ihave -':.:111ed to write professionally for various markets and not only
skerche- !'Iutarticles, ideas and scripts. Ihope you will too.

TIPS
• Seeing plays and sketches come to life
can gill' you immediate gratification
and an understanding of what works .

• lb.."Tl' are ImmjJocal opportunities
-a.il as writing a school pantomime.
:-;---lIder mystery plots, gag." or skits for
;;t;and-up comedians and sketches for
p1:IUp5 that perform in old peopIe"s
IIorne;. hospitals or prisoes,

Useful websites
www.noda.org.uk
www.komediaco.uk
www.out :. inaco.uk
ww,\~~uhea..:-e.ro.m
\~v; .painesp}.ough.com
www.warehou_~uk/
ipbo.hbnl

WRITING SKETGlES
• Keep a notebook with. you at all times and jot do!, ;z:. newspaper snippets,
quirky things that happen in a supermarket ,,::;thing that makes you smile.

• Think laterally. What would be THE most unexpected ending? Jot down as
many ideas as you can and choose the best.

• Or show people something that we all recognise, but caricature the character
or situation. For example, a traffic warden that tickets bicycles, prams or
mobility scooters or a car boot fair where everyone does sell boots.
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